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Abstract: Accelerators have gained an important role in recent years. While being used primarily
in the scientific community in the beginning, they are now employed in a wide range of every day
applications. Accelerators can hence be viewed in the focus of machine consolidation and virtuali-
zation, offering new opportunities for cost saving and services. Although these opportunities have
been discussed intensively, today’s commercially available accelerators are not well suited for such
scenarios. More specifically, they lack support for partitioning, i.e. the concurrent assignment of sub-
groups of their computation elements to different applications. Mechanisms for indirect partitioning
support exist but have inherent limitations. This paper presents a hardware supported approach for
efficient accelerator partitioning which overcomes the limitations of existing solutions. SR-IOV is
used to create an accelerator able to enforce guarantees on parameters like memory bandwidth.
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1 Introduction

Accelerators became widely known in recent years since graphics hardware manufacturer

NVIDIA enabled programmers to run arbitrary computations on their Graphics Processing

Units (GPUs). Their so called Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) lets users

utilize the high numerical performance of GPUs not only for rendering graphics but for

arbitrary computations. As a commodity product, GPUs are considerably cheaper than

other accelerator co-processors available when CUDA was released. Due to their excellent

price to performance ratio, GPU based accelerators were quickly adopted in the scientific

community. Today even dedicated accelerator boards are available, the NVIDIA Tesla

series and the Intel Xeon Phi, the latter of which has explicitly been developed as an

accelerator and is marketed as such. Rather than commodity GPUs these devices are not

primarily built for graphics rendering and are thus built without graphics connectors.

Besides the scientific community, accelerators are now being used in many every day and

industrial scenarios. Examples are computer aided design and construction [CK09], com-

plex numerical simulations [Ha04], de- and encryption of data [Ma07], medical imag-

ing [Lu08] or de- and encoding of multimedia data. To avoid the costs of having an ac-

celerator installed in every workstation, virtualization has become increasingly popular in

recent years. Using virtualized hardware it is possible to consolidate several computers

into one, often more powerful, machine. This approach can help cut costs on both equip-

ment and power. Furthermore it gives rise to new business models such as Infrastructure
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as a Service (IaaS, a definition can be found e.g. in [Va08]) where customers rent virtual

computers on demand. As stated above, several Virtual Machines (VMs) are run concur-

rently on one physical machine. Each of the VMs holds a share of the physical machine’s

resources like processor cores and memory. The physical machine’s resources are said to

be partitioned in the scope of this paper.

Resource partitioning works quite well for processor cores and memory, thanks to hard-

ware support added by processor manufacturers over recent years. In contrast, there is

no such hardware virtualization support in the available accelerators, which complicates

partitioning their resources. Due to the lacking virtualization support it is almost impossi-

ble to enforce Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for partitions. Furthermore accelerators

even expose severe security issues [BKS13, Ma14] in multi tenant environments. In recent

years there have been efforts to add partitioning support for accelerators, all of which are

pure software solutions with some inherent disadvantages. An overview of prior work on

accelerator partitioning and other related topics is given in Section 2. Shortcomings of the

presented approaches are also analyzed in that section.

Afterwards a hardware based approach is presented in Section 3 and mechanisms to ad-

dress the previously carved out problems are discussed. The presented approach is based

on the PCI Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV) concept. As this paper presents a

concept which is work in progress, the methodology of conceptualization, realization and

evaluation is discussed in Section 4. Finally the presented concept is integrated into the

context of the dissertation in Section 5.

2 State of the art and related research

Virtualization of accelerators has sparked some research and development efforts in recent

years. Many of those efforts have been spent on GPU virtualization. Solutions found here

are usually equally viable for accelerators due to their close relationship. One mechanism

to implement device partitioning for VMs, presented in [DS09], is to create virtual devices

in the hypervisor. Each VM can be assigned such a virtual device which is controlled by a

special guest driver. The guest driver intercepts all critical operations and is referred to as

a front-end which communicates with a back-end in the hypervisor. Intercepted operations

are delegated to the hypervisor back-end which either forwards them to the actual device

driver or emulates the required functionality. As functionality of the device driver is dele-

gated to the hypervisor, this mechanism is referred to as driver delegation in this paper. A

generalized depiction of this process can be found in Figure 1. Several virtual devices can

be mapped to one physical device using time slicing. This approach has also been used for

GPU based accelerators, as shown in [Go13, Mo12].

A similar concept was chosen in [Du10], but instead of employing a front-end driver,

a reimplementation of the CUDA Application Programming Interface (API) acts as the

front-end. Any calls to API functions are intercepted by the front-end middleware and for-

warded to a back-end running on the machine which hosts the physical accelerator device.

There the actual API function is called using the parameters received from the front-end.
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Data returned from the function call is then transmitted back to the front-end. In general

this mechanism - referred to as API delegation here - is very similar to driver delegation

and can be visualized as the generalized delegation process shown in Figure 1. Although
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Figure 1: Generalized mechanism of API or driver delegation.

applicable to accelerator partitioning, delegating approaches inherit some drawbacks due

to their realization. The added software layer (front-end and back-end) and the additional

data exchange alter the latency of interactions with the device. The presented approaches

are also susceptible to changes in the API or driver which may require re-engineering of

the middleware. The availability of required information and a good documentation of in-

terfaces is of paramount importance to the viability of such approaches. Further problems

arise from the fact that time sharing is used to implement partitioning. This leads to the

same conflicts as time sharing on general purpose processors, like cache interferences (re-

fer to e.g. [TFJ94] for a definition) and resource conflicts. These effects can degrade perfor-

mance considerably when an accelerator is shared between several applications [GWO14]

which renders SLAs impossible.

Besides software solutions, hardware mechanisms are available to implement partitioning.

The PCI Special Interest Group (PCI-SIG) has developed concepts on how to extend the

PCI Express (PCIe) standard to allow for direct access to devices from VMs. Two vari-

ations exist for systems where multiple root complexes are present (multi root, MR) and

such where only one root complex exists (single root, SR). This so-called Input/Output

Virtualization - the variations of the specification are hence referred to as MR- or SR-IOV

- is an extension of the PCIe specification [PC10]. As most systems are SR, the relevant

document is the SR-IOV specification [Si10]. This specification defines how a device can

implement so-called Virtual Functions (VFs) which are copies of the Physical Functions

(PFs) of a PCIe device. For each VF some of the device hardware may be replicated, while

other parts of the device’s hardware are shared. An example can be a network adapter

which has dedicated send and receive queues for each VF but only one shared network

port. The general concept of the SR-IOV mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2. It can

be seen that VM guest operating systems can directly access VFs, the logical structure

of which resembles that of the respective PF they virtualize. Therefore the same device

driver can be used for both hypervisor and VM guest systems. This driver only requires

some added functionality for the hypervisor instance which manages the PFs of the device
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Figure 2: Concept of PCIe IOV.

and commissions the VFs. The direct access to VFs from a VM guest is possible as all

critical hardware components are duplicated in the device. The hypervisor is hence not re-

quired to synchronize concurrent accesses to the device, therefore no interaction between

the hypervisor and the VM is required. Only the assignment of a VF to a specific VM guest

is done by the hypervisor before the guest is started.

Although SR-IOV is a powerful tool, there is no accelerator available which supports it,

thereby requiring workarounds like the delegation methods introduced before. GPU ven-

dor NVIDIA offers devices supporting SR-IOV, referred to as the GRIDTM series [NV13],

however, these are sold as GPUs and not accelerators. Information on these products is

scarce, so it can not be judged whether they would qualify as accelerators in professional

environments. Compared to accelerators of the Tesla series, these devices are also less

attractive from an economic perspective.

3 Concepts for efficient accelerator partitioning

In this section a concept for hardware supported accelerator partitioning based on SR-IOV

is introduced. Before, the scope and definitions of the SR-IOV specification are clarified

in the following. The SR-IOV specification of the PCI-SIG only defines

• how the PCIe configuration space of an SR-IOV capable device has to be configured,

• which features a device has to support in order to be SR-IOV capable and

• how VFs are implemented and managed, imposing some limitations device designs.
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How device virtualization is actually realized depends on the device’s design and func-

tioning. It is therefore up to the designer to analyze the hardware to be virtualized and

determine components which need to be available per VF or redesigned. Such an analysis

will be conducted in this chapter.

Before performing the analysis, the basic considerations of the concept to be introduced

are presented. The fundamental idea of the concept is to map every accelerator partition

to one VF. Therefore a dedicated virtual device is available for each partition which can

be assigned to a VM guest or regular application. By mapping partitions to VFs they

are furthermore known to the accelerator’s different subsystems which can use the added

information to enforce SLAs like bandwidth guarantees. Partition setups are not static but

can be changed when the corresponding VFs are not assigned to a VM, so the resources

mapped by each partition can change over time.

In the remainder of this section state of the art accelerator architectures are analyzed. The

Intel Xeon Phi and NVIDIA CUDA capable GPUs are used as representatives as they are

both well documented and widely used. The analysis is done to determine components

which have to be duplicated or redesigned to create an accelerator using SR-IOV to imple-

ment hardware partitioning support. Further details of different accelerator architectures

are introduced as necessary to illustrate the proposed decisions and clarify possible limita-

tions. For the sake of clarity, this section is divided into several subsections, each of which

covers a distinct part of the concept.

3.1 Partitioning computational resources

When partitioning an accelerator, the first thing that comes to mind is partitioning its com-

putational resources which are implemented using distinct functional units referred to as

compute elements hereafter. Usually there is some granularity down to which partitioning

makes sense as usually compute elements are grouped in some way, referred to as compute

groups in the following. The reason for grouping compute elements is to improve the ratio

of logic implementing control functionality to logic implementing compute elements. For

NVIDIA accelerators, compute groups are called Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs) which

consist of several compute elements called Streaming Processors (SPs) [Li08]. Besides

the SPs, each SM also contains register files, instruction pointers as well as local mem-

ory for fast SP communication, data caching and data exchange [Li08]. The Intel Xeon

Phi is structured differently as it consists of up to 61 P54C Pentium cores, which each

comprise a 512 Bit SIMD vector unit, register file and cache [Ra13]. Compute groups and

compute elements are harder to define here, as the processor cores are multi threading

capable. Besides compute group limitations, a further aspect is important when deciding

how to partition the compute elements of an accelerator. It has been noted before that

cache interference effects can severely impact performance. As caches - at least L1 caches

- are typically part of the compute groups, each partition should always be mapped to the

same compute groups to avoid interference with other partitions. Each VF hence requires

information about its assigned compute groups.
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The operation of compute groups is controlled by an application running on the host ma-

chine or in the VM guest. Commands are sent to the accelerator by means of one or more

command queues [CK09, Ne13] from which they are dispatched by the accelerator con-

trol logic and executed. Besides the command queue, mechanisms exist to communicate

results and completions back to the controlling application [Ne13]. Several of these com-

munication and command facilities may already exist for every recent accelerator in case it

can be used concurrently by several applications or threads [Ne13]. For the proposed con-

cept the communication and command facilities have to be linked to a VF by some means.

Furthermore a mechanism is required which allows commands to be independently dis-

patched to the different compute group partitions. This suggests an individual command

dispatch unit per partition and hence VF.

3.2 Partitioning memory resources

Accelerators usually have very wide memory interfaces and are equipped with fast mem-

ory chips to limit the memory bottle neck. The memory interface is typically realized using

several memory controllers (c.f. [Li08, Ra13]). Therefore a trivial approach for memory

partitioning could be to assign each VF one or more of the memory controllers. Although

viable, this is not the best solution as it ties the memory bandwidth allocated to a VF to the

amount of memory allocated to it. For example, if a VF with three quarters of the acceler-

ator’s memory bandwidth is requested, it would have to be assigned three quarters of the

device’s memory which it may not require. Furthermore bandwidth would be wasted in

times when the VF is not running any calculations or a running program is not accessing

memory. The approach envisioned for this concept is to equip memory controllers with a

scheduler and provide a distinct request queue for every VF. As long as all request queues

are filled, the scheduler arbitrates the queues such that memory bandwidth is shared be-

tween the VFs as requested. In case some of the queues are empty the bandwidth is shared

only between those queues which contain requests so they can exceed their assigned band-

width. Each queue set is bound to one scheduler. One part of the evaluation is to determine

whether several schedulers are required or beneficial to improve performance.

3.3 Partitioning system interface resources

All currently available accelerators are co-processors which are connected to the host sys-

tem via PCIe. This interface allows the software running on the host system (which the

software running in a VM guest is considered a part of) to access accelerator memory. It

is also possible, but not necessary, to provide access to host memory to the accelerator.

Typically Direct Memory Access (DMA) automatons are integrated into accelerators to

leverage the bandwidth of data exchange [Ra13]. DMA automatons are commonly con-

trolled using command queues into which software inserts requests which the automaton

serves in the order of their arrival. Different strategies are possible, e.g. to optimize the la-

tency of short transfers, which might involve several distinct queues. However, this can be

neglected for the general discussion. As data exchange between host and accelerator can
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have a significant impact on program run time, a mechanism to partition system interface

bandwidth is important.

To be able to make SLAs on system interface bandwidth for an accelerator partition, it

is necessary to duplicate DMA command queues for each VF. The DMA automaton has

to be redesigned to incorporate a scheduler which arbitrates the different DMA command

queues. Several operations can be interleaved this way to share the available bandwidth.

This assures that each VF has its assigned bandwidth available while being allowed to

exceed it if other VFs do not fully utilize their assigned bandwidths.

3.4 Security concerns

It has been mentioned before that there are security concerns when using accelerators in

multi tenant environments [Ma14]. One reason for such concerns is that accelerator mem-

ory is not overwritten when it is allocated, i.e. it still holds data of the process it was

previously allocated to [BKS13]. While this is of minor concern in graphics applications

and when using private accelerators, it becomes a problem when sensitive data is processed

in a multi tenant environment. Sensitive data can leak to other users this way and malefi-

cent users could even actively try to gather foreign data. As of now, the only option when

processing sensitive data is to explicitly overwrite allocated memory before it is released.

This could easily be automated by making the run time system of the accelerator overwrite

memory when it is released. Although this sounds like a good fix at first, it creates unnec-

essary overhead, especially when data is allocated and released often. Another potential

vulnerability is what can be referred to as volatile memory. Volatile memory in this context

refers to memory which is not actively allocated by the user but implicitly by the run time

environment, e.g. for passing function parameters. The most stringent solution appears to

be strictly separating the memory regions assigned to the individual partitions. Separation

should be enforced by a hardware protection mechanism, which is also desirable due to

further factors which are discussed in the following paragraph.

Besides the security problem of relict data in multi tenant environments, another critical

point is the protection of memory partitions against accesses from applications running in

other partitions. Memory protection is possible on the Xeon Phi as it integrates a Memory

Management Unit (MMU) [Ra13]. While [BKS13] states that accessing other processes’

data is not possible using the CUDA API, this does not preclude that it could be accessed

using lower level techniques. To provide a sound protection of sensitive data, it is part of

this concept to research as to which extent memory management or protection is required

and meaningful in the context of accelerator partitioning.

3.5 Synopsis: Proposed accelerator architecture

Summarizing all aforementioned aspects an architectural view of an accelerator with hard-

ware partitioning support can be designed. Figure 3 shows an overview of the conceptual

accelerator design containing all components discussed in the previous sections. Some
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components, like the memory and system interface controllers, require redesign while

there are others, like the memory protection mechanism, which are newly introduced. Fur-

ther components, like command queues, have to be duplicated as they are required to be

unique per VF and hence partition.
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Figure 3: Overview of the proposed accelerator design concept.

4 Research methodology

Research will be conducted using a simplified model of a GPU based accelerator. A PCIe

connected Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) will serve as an experimentation plat-

form, SystemC can be used for early simulations and performance estimations. Developed

variants of the concept can be implemented and evaluated using the experimentation plat-

form, thereby giving a first impression of each variant’s hardware costs and possible over-

head. If time permits, the final experimental design could be synthesized using a state of

the art standard cell library to evaluate the hardware costs of a real implementation. As

of writing, work on the experimentation platform is still at an early stage. Currently an

SR-IOV capable PCIe core is being developed as only the most recent FPGAs – which are

only available on high priced boards – have integrated SR-IOV support. An existing open

source PCIe core supporting SR-IOV could not be found.
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The concept introduced in this paper has been developed by analyzing the general require-

ments of hardware partitioning support for accelerators. Several details are not fixed at the

time of writing and often a multitude of options exists. Examples of such details of the

design are the realization of the memory protection mechanism discussed in Section 3.4 or

the different scheduling mechanisms. When refining the concept, design space evaluations

are employed to explore and compare the available options and focus on the most suitable

and promising ones.

One complicated point is the evaluation of the final design as a direct comparison with

commercially available accelerators is illusory. The performance of commercial accelera-

tors is impossible to reach within this project, the evaluation therefore has to be performed

using indirect metrics. Currently the following evaluation concepts are considered:

• Comparisons of the performance achieved when the accelerator is partitioned to the

baseline performance of the unpartitioned device. Performance ratios for different

partitioning scenarios provide an indirect metric which can be used to compare the

developed architecture to existing ones.

• Comparison to other solutions like those introduced in Section 2. Aspects like la-

tency and bandwidth implications are of core interest. This comparison is considered

important but depends on the availability and adaptability of the respective middle-

ware.

• Interpolation to project the results to a possible silicon implementation. Results from

interpolation can be used for comparing performance metrics to other accelerators.

5 Integration into the context of the dissertation

Commercially available accelerators, especially GPU based ones, have not evolved far

from their roots. The traditional concept of one GPU for one computer still strongly affects

accelerator usage patterns. This legacy concept impacts the performance of these powerful

computing devices when integrating them into both existing and emerging usage scenarios.

In the dissertation, two scenarios are focused:

• cluster computing as the predominant usage pattern in High Performance Comput-

ing (HPC) and

• device virtualization as an emerging usage pattern in cloud environments and an

option to cut costs for machines with irregular utilization.

The goal is to propose an accelerator hardware architecture which meets the demands

of the two aforementioned scenarios. It is expected that additional hardware support can

greatly improve performance in both scenarios. However, it is obvious that they have

quite different demands. Cluster computing is expected to benefit strongly from an op-

timized communication between several accelerators which are likely to be installed in
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different machines. While efforts by NVIDIA were already made (marketed as GPUDi-

rect RDMA [Sh11]), they are only applicable to one kind of interconnect. My goal in this

context is to develop general concepts for transparently and efficiently integrating acceler-

ator controlled data exchange via an arbitrary network. Device virtualization on the other

hand requires the accelerator to be concurrently usable from several VMs. Mechanisms to

realize this are available as discussed in Section 2, but a hardware solution is considered

advantageous as stated in Section 3.

Important constraints for the concepts developed in the course of the dissertation are re-

source and overall efficiency. The additional features should have low hardware costs to

limit their impact on chip costs. Furthermore they must not adversely affect regular oper-

ation of the accelerator, i.e. they should not have a negative impact on local and unparti-

tioned operation.
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